About Falconwood, Inc:
Falconwood, Inc. is a small, woman/veteran-owned business providing executive level
consultants and programmatic support to Department of Defense (DoD) Information
Technology (IT) initiatives and programs.
We provide expert consultation on a diverse range of IT subjects focusing on
acquisition strategy, implementation activities and Information Assurance policy and
engineering.
We have an immediate opening for an Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO).
Duty Location:
New Orleans, LA
*Minimal travel may be required.
The ISSO will:
















Manage all aspects of the information security system, including researching, testing, training
and implementing programs designed to safeguard sensitive information from any possible
breaches
Provide subject matter expertise with security analysis and assessment of business information
system (BIS) applications and associated components on various platforms -- STIGs and NSA
Guides are the configuration standards for DoD devices/systems
Assist with Cyber security on unclassified and classified BIS applications for various Navy
organizations
Assist with Vulnerability Management to ensure applications adhere to the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability requirements for DoD and other sensitive and classified information
Perform analysis of IAVM / CVE vulnerabilities
Perform network and other vulnerability scanning and analysis of results -- ACAS, SCAP, etc.
Compile consolidated vulnerability worksheets, providing specific remediation and mitigation
guidance tailored to each system and vulnerability
Evaluate vulnerabilities using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System and/or other vetted
methods
Identify critical vulnerabilities and assist with prioritizing vulnerability remediation
Generate Cyber security metrics for each PMW 250 application
Qualifications and Education Requirements:
Minimum SECRET clearance
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Systems/Technology, Engineering, or other
related field, or 7 years Cyber Security experience








Minimum 4 years applied DoD or DON Cyber Security, Certification and Accreditation (C&A) or
A&A experience
Approved NQV
Knowledge of RMF
Knowledge of eMASS, VRAM, ACAS, etc.
Ability to think independently with minimal oversight, as well as demonstrate exceptional
written and oral communications skills
Exemplary customer/client management skills and techniques
Preferred Skills:
Experience with eMASS and doing RMF packages (Cloud experience preferred); secure design,
operation, and configuration; proper handling and protection of sensitive information, etc.

Please reply directly to this position description with an updated resume and your salary
requirements directly to Tiffany Cannon at tcannon@falconwood.biz.
Tiffany A. Cannon
Falconwood, Inc.
Office: 703.888.4328
Email: tcannon@falconwood.biz

